GEOSOMATICS
Philip Savage is a renowned Europeanborn
anthropologist.
His
lifetime
commitment to rescuing our Earth ecology
makes him also a true environmental hero.
But it is clearly his unique innate capacity
to re-empower people with their own selfhealing abilities that has made him the
leader of subtle-energies therapy in the old
world. Before he chose to come to the
U.S., Philip Savage had treated with
amazing results more than 50.000
consultants (humans and animals as well).
Several of the most renowned European
scientific institutes have tested his
therapeutic abilities; on plants, on animals
or isolated human cells, without any
possible placebo effect or psychosuggestion.
Reluctantly but logically, he reached
unprecedented media celebrity in Europe.
In fact, his many TV appearances have
always made history: For instance, he was
opposed once to the most famous leader of
materialistic and conservative science. A
live poll involving millions of viewers
credited him with 83% over his opponent
only receiving 17% of favorable opinion.

In another broadcasting of Philip Savage,
for the first time in European media
history, more than 12 million people
watched a TV show simultaneously. (70
million people when transposed on a U.S.
scale.) All that due to the top ethical
standards of his witnesses and the
compelling scientific proofs of his results.
Since immemorial ages, all of his Celtic
ancestors have been born with such a
unique gift from our Maker. However,
rather than seeing himself as the last lineal
Druid on the face of this Earth, Philip
Savage endeavors to be one of many
harbingers of a new paradigm. He is just
the keeper of a very ancient key: The key
of our Celtic tribal unconscious. The key to
our inner Grail. To our magical selfempowerment. Without a source there is
no destination.
His treatment is extremely unusual to say
the least: Instead of trying to cure sickness
the way a so-called healer does, Philip
Savage makes all his consultants healers.
Self-healers. He doesn’t give a “healing
fish” to those who are starving for health,
he teaches them how to fish. We are all

natural born healers. Our healing abilities
are not really destroyed by our repressive
cultural upbringing; they are only
temporarily shut down. Frozen maybe, but
not dead.
Thousands of years ago, Druids were
teaching their followers glorious values of
self-reliance. They helped them to be their
own minister; to create a direct loving
relationship with God, without interference
of unnecessary priestcrafts.
Similarly, Philip Savage’s treatment
consists in turning his “healees” into
healers for the rest of their life. And after
they have become, eventually, capable of
healing themselves, he may even teach
some of them how to heal their suffering
brethren. They will thus maintain, and
even indeed enhance, their own healing by
conquering a magnificent new sense of
self-worth.
Philip Savage’s methods repose on three
theoretical bases:
1. All diseases come from a global
disruption of our inner and outer Divine
natural homeostasis. All livings things on

Earth are interconnected and interactive.
The physiological balance of our collective
organism, the Earth, directly impacts on
our own individual health condition. As
parts of the whole, we just echo our living
planet who is sick from our suicidal
depredations. Philip Savage has termed
such a pathological loop Geosomatic. In
the so-called psychosomatic processes, a
subject suffers from some pathological
disconnection
between
his
mind
(“psyche”) and body (“soma”). Usually
psychosomatic domains relate to relatively
benign illnesses (skin diseases, allergies
etc.). In the Geosomatic scenario, on the
other hand, where one suffers from a major
separation from the Earth, one’s “Geoself”
(this most essential higher self), the
imbalance is of a much higher magnitude
since it rightly reflects the extreme vital
depletion of our dying planet.

people are no longer capable of loving or
respecting themselves, how could they
have a chance to love and respect others?

2. The common denominator of all our
suffering is Entropy: The morbid and
increased shutdown of all our signals of
recognition and communication with one
another. Our entropy brings us to total lack
of empathy and compassion for all living
things, for the other members of our
species and ultimately for ourselves. When

3. Genuine healing must treat the Ethos,
the deeper vital and existential essence of
all things (as in “Ethology” or “Ethics”).
Medical cares only deal with our physical
body, and spirituality relates to abstract
speculations on the metaphysical realm.
The necessary interface that must unite the

They cannot love their family, the human
race, or the environment or, ultimately,
their own Maker. The goal is to bring them
back to basic self-unconditional love; for
the subjects to get rid of their self-hatred,
self-mutilation, guilt, inhibitions and fears.
All those toxic behaviors must be replaced
by healthy feelings of freedom, harmony,
and self-empowerment. In also getting
back their most essential signals of selfidentification, people are no longer
“tourists” or “victims” in their own life.
They now take the driver’s seat and start to
learn how to access the power, the beauty
and the sacred within. Then, and only then,
can they overcome Entropy and break free
from their pathological shutdown.

physical and spiritual, is Etho-Therapy, the
science of our mind-body interactions.
Our mind is a pilot and our body a vehicle.
Therefore Etho-therapeutic cares are like a
“traffic-school” in which the dissociated
beings we have become learn how to be
reunited in their mind and body. Such
cares drive us to regain control over our
corporeal vehicle with all the love and
respect it requires. When we are capable of
reconnecting with the sublime cosmic
guidance that animates our own pilot, there
is no longer any room for any materialistic
drive.
We also become forever immune against
our former contempt of our physical nature
– Divinely conceived biological wonder…
How can we live ashamed of our natural
self without becoming dangerously
estranged from the Maker of all life? Our
body is a Temple of God; not a source of
contempt or as a garbage dump.
Philip Savage’s technique apparently
conflicts with many modern so-called
“healing schools” where students are
taught not to take upon themselves the
“energy” of the patient. Actually, they are
taught not to give, take or even move any

“energy” at all. Small surprise then, that
later on they would only provoke ultralimited beneficial responses in their
patients.
After thousands and thousands of years of
experience in his “Healing Clan,” after 24
years of initiation on the subject, and after
over twenty years of uninterrupted
practice, Philip Savage is more than ever
convinced that only empathetic healing
techniques have a chance to induce
beneficial homeostatic responses on
anyone.
In the ancient Druidic paradigm, the
concept of sympathetic healing would have
been called “Sacrificial Medicine.” All
throughout his childhood, during his
initiation, Philip Savage was told over and
over again:
“Until and unless you sacrifice yourself to
the utmost extreme for the ones you want
to help, you won’t help them at all.”
True healing stands for unconditional
loving sacrifice. Those sacrificial practices
shouldn’t be regarded as some kind of a
weird and obsolete Druidic specialty:
American Indian Holy Men, African
“Sorcerers”, Eskimo “Medicine Men”,

Aboriginal “Witch-Doctors,” Shamans of
Asia, and all other “tribal healers”
worldwide practice empathetic therapy.
Sometimes indeed, they go as far as
resorting to physical self-mutilation to cure
their patients.
Consequently, when Philip Savage is
trying to bring his consultants back to their
basic and healthy homeostatic condition,
he has no other choice but to take on
himself all their guilt, their fear, their
imbalance, their trauma and their suffering.
In exchange, he gives them all his life
force and his primal animalistic
homeostasis until their inner self-healing
abilities have been unfrozen and
reactivated. In the process, he has no other
choice but endangering his own Ethos and
his own health.
He must indeed transcend his ultimate vital
reaches to attain his true Etho-therapeutic
objective. Then, he will have to rely on
mysterious processes of self-regeneration
that come directly from hundreds of
generations of Druids, his ancestors and
co-operators in the whole operation.

It stands to reason that Etho-Therapy, a
spiritual Science, does not and cannot
compete, thwart or even modify medical
cares. There is no physical manipulation
involved whatsoever. No medication is
prescribed or suggested. In fact, just asking
Philip Savage for any kind of medical or
pharmaceutical advice carries a sanction of
immediate and terminal discharge from his
cares….
As a scientist himself, Philip Savage has
always demonstrated an absolute respect
for the medical profession. And in about
twenty years of Etho-therapeutic practice,
he has constantly and unfalteringly
supported and worked with physicians, in
perfect mutual harmony, and for the
greater benefit of their patients themselves.
Actually, only a few self-styled “healers”
with some sort of hidden agenda may
frown upon Philip Savage’s technique
since the very purpose of Etho-therapy is
to turn all “healees” into real Healers.
Druids have never regarded themselves as
“priests”,
“spiritual
masters”
or
“philosophers”. They would have more
likely defined themselves as “Sacred
Scientists” or something equivalent. Their

secret name meant something like
Guardians, Enforcers and Midwives of the
Divine Natural Order on Earth.
All the more reason for Philip Savage,
their last lineal survivor, to have as only
existential
purpose
the
ultimate
reconciliation of man with our living
planet, before the deviant lymphocytes we
have now become cause our own Geoself
to die from the human auto-immune
breakdown, or before the last line of
defence of the Earth’s immune system
overcomes us suddenly through some
violent climatic, tectonic or microbial
detoxification.
As mentioned before, for him to provoke
beneficial Etho-therapeutic responses,
Philip Savage must activate the sacred biochanneling of his ancestors and cooperators. In their turn – to get a chance to
obtain the ultimate involvement of our
Transcendental Divine Self – the active
mediation of the Earth-superconsciousness
is required.
This is the reason why the beneficiaries of
such empathetic intercessory processes
must, in their turn, fully empathize with

our Earth’s health condition and then
concretely become actual eco-benefactors.
There is only so much left of wilderness on
our moribund planet that today it is sadly
possible to buy it all back. The Earth does
not belong to us, we belong to the Earth.
we cannot own her, of course, but we may
still buy her.
Then we will give her back to her Divine
Legitimate Landlord to partake of the
dawning of a new humanistic Covenant.
Philip Savage never had and never will
have another agenda but such Geosomatic
exchange… for all the children of our
Earth to have a chance to forgive us for
what we once did to their Mother.

The Earth is sick from Man who is
sick in return because Man has
made his own Geoself sick.
Therefore, only when Man heals the
Earth, will Man really heal himself.

For more information on Geosomatics and
Philip Savage, see: www.psproof.com.
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